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Mastering PostgreSQL 11: Expert techniques to build scalable, reliable, and fault-tolerant database applications, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master the capabilities of PostgreSQL 11 to efficiently manage and maintain your database

	
		Key Features

		
			Master advanced concepts of PostgreSQL 11 with real-world datasets and examples
	
			Explore query parallelism, data replication, and database performance while working with...
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The Relational Database Dictionary: A Comprehensive Glossary of Relational Terms and Concepts, with Illustrative ExamplesO'Reilly, 2006
Avoid misunderstandings that can affect the design, programming, and use of database systems. Whether you're using Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, MySQL, or PostgreSQL, The Relational Database Dictionary will prevent confusion about the precise meaning of database-related terms (e.g., attribute, 3NF,...
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Practical Internet Server Configuration: Learn to Build a Fully Functional and Well-Secured Enterprise Class Internet ServerApress, 2021

	Learn the skills to complete the full installation, configuration, and maintenance of an enterprise class internet server, no matter what Unix-like operating system you prefer. This book will rapidly guide you towards real system administration, with clear explanations along the way.
	
		
			After a chapter explaining the most...
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PostgreSQL Server ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Take your skills with PostgreSQL to a whole new level with this fascinating guide to server programming. A step by step approach with illuminating examples will educate you in the full range of possibilities.


	Understand the extension framework of PostgreSQL, and leverage it in ways that you haven't even invented yet.


...
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PHP and PostgreSQL Advanced Web ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2002
Sams' PHP and MySQL Web Development, by Luke Welling and Laura Thomson, showed that there is a strong demand for books that describe how to use PHP together with a specific open-source database to develop Web applications.
While MySQL is very popular, PostgreSQL is widely considered to be the more powerful of the two open-source databases. And...
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SQL HacksO'Reilly, 2006
 Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what they know in the real world to help you...
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Professional Linux ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 2000
By tapping the strengths of the open-source movement, developers can  write custom Linux software without spending a dime on licensing fees. Aimed at  the experienced C/C++ programmer, Professional Linux Programming provides  a wide-ranging and hands-on guide to the different pieces of the puzzle that are  required to program successfully...
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PostGIS CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	For web developers and software architects this book will provide a vital guide to the tools and capabilities available to PostGIS spatial databases. Packed with hands-on recipes and powerful concepts.


	Overview

	
		Integrate PostGIS with web frameworks and implement OGC standards such as WMS and WFS using...
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OpenStack TroveApress, 2015

	OpenStack Trove is your step-by-step guide to set up and run a secure and scalable cloud Database as a Service (DBaaS) solution. The book shows you how to set up and configure the Trove DBaaS framework, use prepackaged or custom database implementations, and provision and operate a variety of databasesâ€•including MySQL,...
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PostgreSQL 8 for Windows (Database Professional's Library)McGraw-Hill, 2007
For most Windows users, the word database is synonymous with the Microsoft Access product. Microsoft Access provides a simple graphical interface for creating data tables, and the reports necessary to view the data. However, Access has its limitations, especially in a multi-user environment. This book shows how to overcome these limitations by...
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Learning Heroku PostgresPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently design, implement, and manage a successful PostgreSQL database with Heroku


	About This Book

	
		Manage and optimize your PostgreSQL database with Heroku Postgres
	
		Secure your database with rollback, followers and forks functionalities
	
		A step-by-step tutorial with...
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Core Web Application Development with PHP and MySQLPrentice Hall, 2005
The programmers guide to building  robust web applications with PHP and MySQL

This is a comprehensive, practical guide for programmers who  want to develop production-quality, database-enabled web applications with PHP  and MySQL. Long-time developer Marc Wandschneider...
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